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Sitting Volleyball is a six-person volleyball game where players
must keep part of the body, the area between the buttocks and
the shoulder, in contact with the court at all times. The ball is
the same as a standard volleyball, but the court is narrower than
a standard court and has a lower net. A match is 5-sets of ﬁrst
to 25 points (ﬁrst to 15 points in the 5th set) with no right to serve.
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The checkered design, historically loved all over the world, became popular and
prevalent in Japan as the Ichimatsu Moyo during the Edo period (1603-1867). In this
logo it is depicted in elegant Japanese style with traditional Japanese indigo colors.
Combining three kinds of squares and rectangles of diﬀerent shapes, this design
represents the diﬀerences of country, culture
and thought. With a message of "diversity and
harmony", the Games encourage people to
overcome their diﬀerences and connect with
one another. It signiﬁes that the Olympic and
Paralympic Games are places where we can
recognize diversity and aim for a united world.
(Reference: Organizing committee website)

●Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games mascot : MIRAITOWA
The name MIRAITOWA is based on the Japanese words
Mirai (future) and towa (eternity) connected together.
This name was chosen for the Olympic mascot to promote
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a future full of hope forever, in the hearts of all the people
in the world.(Reference: Organizing Committee Website)
●Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games mascot : SOMEITY
The name SOMEITY comes from Someiyoshino , a popular
cherry blossom variety, and the phrase so mighty .
The mascot represents Paralympic athletes who overcome
obstacles and redeﬁne the boundaries of possibility.
(Reference: Organizing Committee Website)

